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Moonrise Kingdom
The Grand Budapest Hotel and Moonrise Kingdom have made Wes Anderson a filmmaking force.
Rushmore and The Royal Tenenbaums have become quotable cult classics. Yet every new Anderson release
brings out droves of critics eager to charge him with stylistic excess and self-indulgent eclecticism. Donna
Kornhaber approaches Anderson's style as the necessary product of the narrative and thematic concerns that
define his body of work. Using Anderson's focus on collecting, Kornhaber situates the director as the curator
of his filmic worlds, a prime mover who artfully and conscientiously arranges diverse components into
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cohesive collections and taxonomies. Anderson peoples each mise-en-scéne in his ongoing "Wesworld"
with characters orphaned, lost, and out of place amidst a riot of handmade clutter and relics. Within, they
seek a wholeness and collective identity they manifestly lack, with their pain expressed via an ordered
emotional palette that, despite being muted, cries out for attention. As Kornhaber shows, Anderson's films
offer nothing less than a fascinating study in the sensation of belonging--told by characters who possess it the
least. Covering Anderson's entire oeuvre and including an interview with the director, Wes Anderson is an
entertaining look at one of our most beloved and polarizing filmmakers.

The History of Living Forever
Driving down a dirt track one day photographer, stylist and adventurer Kara Rosenlund came across a
beautiful but dilapidated farmhouse. Its lonely, worn loveliness kindled a passion in Kara to photograph and
celebrate Australia's authentic, intriguing rural homes and the people who live in them. As she travelled the
country, documenting raw and real interiors and landscapes, she found shelter - under the roofs of beach
shacks, grand homesteads, sheep stations and shipping containers, and in the welcome of strangers.

Shelter
A NEW YORK TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, USA TODAY, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
BESTSELLER “[A] diverse and enlightening book . . . The 99% Invisible City is altogether fresh and
imaginative when it comes to thinking about urban spaces.” —The New York Times Book Review “Here
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is a field guide, a boon, a bible, for the urban curious. Your city’s secret anatomy laid bare—a hundred
things you look at but don’t see, see but don’t know. Each entry is a compact, surprising story, a thought
piece, an invitation to marvel. Together, they are almost transformative. To know why things are as they are
adds a satisfying richness to daily existence. This book is terrific, just terrific.” —Mary Roach, New York
Times bestselling author of Stiff, Grunt, and Gulp “The 99% Invisible City brings into view the fascinating
but often unnoticed worlds we walk and drive through every day, and to read it is to feel newly alive and
aware of your place in the world. This book made me laugh, and it made me cry, and it reminded me to
always read the plaque.” —John Green, New York Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars and
Turtles All The Way Down A beautifully designed guidebook to the unnoticed yet essential elements of our
cities, from the creators of the wildly popular 99% Invisible podcast Have you ever wondered what those
bright, squiggly graffiti marks on the sidewalk mean? Or stopped to consider why you don't see metal fire
escapes on new buildings? Or pondered the story behind those dancing inflatable figures in car dealerships?
99% Invisible is a big-ideas podcast about small-seeming things, revealing stories baked into the buildings we
inhabit, the streets we drive, and the sidewalks we traverse. The show celebrates design and architecture in all
of its functional glory and accidental absurdity, with intriguing tales of both designers and the people
impacted by their designs. Now, in The 99% Invisible City: A Field Guide to Hidden World of Everyday
Design, host Roman Mars and coauthor Kurt Kohlstedt zoom in on the various elements that make our cities
work, exploring the origins and other fascinating stories behind everything from power grids and fire escapes
to drinking fountains and street signs. With deeply researched entries and beautiful line drawings throughout,
The 99% Invisible City will captivate devoted fans of the show and anyone curious about design, urban
environments, and the unsung marvels of the world around them.
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The Films of Wes Anderson
Once literally demonized as "the Devil's lettuce," and linked to all manner of deviant behavior by the
establishment's shameless anti-marijuana propaganda campaigns, cannabis sativa has lately been enjoying a
long-overdue Renaissance. So now that the squares at long last seem ready to rethink pot's place in polite
society, how, exactly, can members of this vibrant, innovative, life-affirming culture proudly and properly
emerge from the underground--without forgetting our roots, or losing our cool? In How to Smoke Pot
(Properly), VICE weed columnist and former High Times editor David Bienenstock charts the course for
this bold, new, post-prohibition world. With plenty of stops along the way for "pro tips" from friends in high
places, including cannabis celebrities and thought leaders of the marijuana movement, readers will learn
everything from the basics of blazing, to how Mary Jane makes humans more creative and collaborative,
nurtures empathy, catalyzes epiphanies, enhances life's pleasures, promotes meaningful social bonds,
facilitates cross-cultural understanding, and offers a far safer alternative to both alcohol and many
pharmaceutical drugs. You'll follow the herb's natural lifecycle from farm to pipe, explore cannabis customs,
culture and travel, and discover how to best utilize and appreciate a plant that's at once a lifesaving medicine,
an incredibly nutritious food, an amazingly useful industrial crop, and a truly renewable energy source. You'll
even get funny and informative answers to burning questions ranging from: How can I land a legal pot job?
to Should I eat a weed cookie before boarding the plane? In two-color, with charts and illustrations
throughout, How to Smoke Pot (Properly) is truly a modern guide to this most revered herb. And
remember, marijuana has the potential to help us live more meaningful, satisfying and authentic lives, and
create safer, happier, more harmonious communities, but first we must learn to consume this miracle plant
properly.
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Overview
A visual adventure of Wes Anderson proportions, authorized by the legendary filmmaker himself: stunning
photographs of real-life places that seem plucked from the just-so world of his films, presented with
fascinating human stories behind each fa ade. Accidentally Wes Anderson began as a personal travel bucket
list, a catalog of visually striking and historically unique destinations that capture the imagined worlds of Wes
Anderson. Now, inspired by a community of more than one million Adventurers, Accidentally Wes
Anderson tells the stories behind more than 200 of the most beautiful, idiosyncratic, and interesting places on
Earth. This book, authorized by Wes Anderson himself, travels to every continent and into your own
backyard to identify quirky landmarks and undiscovered gems: places you may have passed by, some you
always wanted to explore, and many you never knew existed. Fueled by a vision for distinctive design,
stunning photography, and unexpected narratives, Accidentally Wes Anderson is a passport to inspiration
and adventure. Perfect for modern travelers and fans of Wes Anderson's distinctive aesthetic, this is an
invitation to look at your world through a different lens.

Just as Long as We're Together
Ever since "Bottle Rocket" charmed it's way onto movie screens across the country in 1996, Wes Anderson's
unique and creative style of filmmaking has captivated audiences worldwide. Much has been written about
his movies, but little has been written about the man. This short biography gives you an inside look at the
person behind the movies. It also will look briefly at the techniques and style behind each of his movies, and
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provide a bit of trivia along the way. LifeCaps is an imprint of BookCaps Study Guides. With each book, a
lesser known or sometimes forgotten life is recapped. We publish a wide array of topics (from baseball and
music to literature and philosophy), so check our growing catalogue regularly to see our newest books.

Accidentally Wes Anderson
A stunning and unique collection of satellite images of Earth that offer an unexpected look at humanity,
derived from the wildly popular Daily Overview Instagram project. Inspired by the “Overview Effect”—a
sensation that astronauts experience when given the opportunity to look down and view the Earth as a
whole—the breathtaking, high definition satellite photographs in OVERVIEW offer a new way to look at the
landscape that we have shaped. More than 200 images of industry, agriculture, architecture, and nature
highlight incredible patterns while also revealing a deeper story about human impact. This extraordinary
photographic journey around our planet captures the sense of wonder gained from a new, aerial vantage
point and creates a perspective of Earth as it has never been seen before. — Amazon, Best Photography
Books of the Year — Smithsonian, Best "Art Meets Science" Books of the Year

The Wes Anderson Collection
Young Hellboy runs away from the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defence, only to stumble upon a
strange and fantastical circus that may or may not have come from Hell.
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The Running Book
Wes Anderson's beloved films announce themselves through a singular aesthetic - one that seems too vivid,
unique, and meticulously constructed to possibly be real. Not so - in Accidentally Wes Anderson, Wally
Koval collects the world's most Anderson-like sites in all their faded grandeur and pop-pastel colours, telling
the story behind each stranger than-fiction-location. Based on the viral online phenomenon and community
of the same name, Accidentally Wes Anderson celebrates the unique aesthetic that millions of Anderson fans
love - capturing the symmetrical, the atypical, the unexpected, the vibrantly patterned, and distinctively
coloured in arresting photographs from around the world. Authorised by Wes Anderson himself, and
appealing to the millions who love his films, this book is also for fans of Cabin Porn and Van Life - and avid
travellers and aspiring adventurers of all kinds.

The Wes Anderson Collection: Bad Dads
Rushmore is the second work from the team of Wes Anderson and Owen Wilson following the success of
their debut screenplay and film Bottle Rocket. It is a refreshingly offbeat comedy about young Max Fish, a
precocious pupil at a conservative private school. He is a live wire, a teenager full of madcap entrepreneurial
schemes that usually in failure. His personal life becomes similarly complicated when he falls for his elegant
teacher, Rosemary Cross, and finds himself vying for her favor with Herman Blume-who is portrayed in the
film by Bill Murray-the wealthy father of two of his classmates. Max ultimately proves himself a figure of some
tenacity as he negotiates the minefield of love, desire, and adolescence.At the Toronto Film Festival, Screen
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International called Rushmore "a real charmer filled with surprise twists and emotions that avoid
sentimentality . . . A little gem."

The Cinema of Wes Anderson
Pieometry
Wes Anderson is considered one of the most important directors of the post-Baby Boom generation, making
films such as Rushmore (1998) and The Royal Tenenbaums (2001) in a style so distinctive that his films are
often recognizable from a single frame. Through the travelogue The Darjeeling Limited (2007) and the stopmotion animation of Fantastic Mr. Fox (2009), his films examine issues of gender, race, and class through
dysfunctional family dynamics, with particular focus on masculinity and male bonding. Anderson's auteur
status is enriched by his fascination with Truffaut and the French New Wave, as well as his authorship of
every one of his screenplays, drawing on influences as diverse as Mark Twain, J. D. Salinger, Roald Dahl, and
Stefan Zweig. Works such as Moonrise Kingdom (2012) and The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014) continue to
fascinate with their postmodern, hyper-nostalgic attention to detail. This book explores the filmic and literary
influences that have helped make Anderson a major voice in 21st century "indie" culture, and reveals why
Wes Anderson is one of the most inventive filmmakers working in cinema today.

The Royal Tenenbaums
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The subject is the human imagination--and the mysterious interplay between the imagination and the spaces
it has made for itself to live in: gardens, rooms, buildings, streets, museums and maps, fictional topographies,
and architectures. The book is a lesson in seeing and sensing the manifold forms created by the mind for its
own pleasure. Like all of Robert Harbison's works, Eccentric Spaces is a hybrid, informed by the author's
interests in art, architecture, fiction, poetry, landscape, geography, history, and philosophy. The subject is the
human imagination--and the mysterious interplay between the imagination and the spaces it has made for
itself to live in: gardens, rooms, buildings, streets, museums and maps, fictional topographies, and
architectures. The book is a lesson in seeing and sensing the manifold forms created by the mind for its own
pleasure. Palaces and haunted houses, Victorian parlors, Renaissance sculpture gardens, factories, hill-towns,
ruins, cities, even novels and paintings constructed around such environments--these are the spaces over
which the author broods. Brilliantly learned, deliberately remote in form from conventional scholarship,
Eccentric Spaces is a magical book, an intellectual adventure, a celebration. Since its original publication in
1977, Eccentric Spaces has had a devoted readership. Now it is available to be discovered by a new generation
of readers.

Super Sourdough
From Mr Darcy diving into the lake at Lyme to Harry Potter exploring the cloisters at Lacock Abbey,
National Trust on Screen goes behind the scenes of some of the most iconic film and TV moments. Ranging
from lavish costume dramas such as Poldark and Wolf Hall to epic fantasies including Game of Thrones and
The Dark Knight Rises, the historic houses and stunning landscapes of the National Trust have been chosen
as backdrops by some of the world’s most famous directors. This fact-filled guidebook is organised
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geographically enabling the planning of single visits or entire adventure trips. Films and TV series featured:
Poldark, Sense and Sensibility, Wolf Hall, The Other Boleyn Girl, the Harry Potter films, The Duchess, The
Crown, Snow White and the Huntsman, Never Let Me Go, Remains of the Day, Miss Potter, The History
Boys, Game of Thrones and many many more.

The 99% Invisible City
The definitive reference for all Wes Anderson fans. Loaded with rich imagery and detailed analysis of his
incredible films - including the classics The Grand Budapest Hotel, Rushmore, The Royal Tenenbaums and
Moonrise Kingdom as well as Anderson's highly anticipated new releaseThe French Dispatch - this is the first
book to feature all of Wes Anderson's movies in a single volume. Acclaimed film journalist Ian Nathan
provides an intelligent and thoughtful examination of the work of one of contemporary film's greatest
visionaries, charting the themes, visuals, and narratives that have come to define Anderson's work and
contributed to his films an idiosyncratic character that's adored by his loyal fans. From Anderson's regular
cast members - including Bill Murray and Owen Wilson - to his instantly recognisable aesthetic, recurring
motifs and his scriptwriting processes, this in-depth collection will reveal how Wes Anderson became one of
modern cinema's most esteemed and influential directors.

Wes Anderson
The third volume in the New York Times bestselling Wes Anderson Collection series showcases the best
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artwork from “Bad Dads,” an annual exhibition of art inspired by the films of Wes Anderson. Curated by
Spoke Art Gallery in San Francisco, “Bad Dads” has continued to grow and progress as a dynamic group
exhibition since its inaugural show in 2011, and has featured work from more than 400 artists from around
the world. Those artworks range from paintings to sculptures to limited-edition screen prints and vary greatly
in style, making for a diverse and lively show each year. Though each piece is distinct in its own right, the
artworks’ unifying element is the shared imagery and beloved characters from: Bottle Rocket
Rushmore The Royal Tenenbaums The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou The Darjeeling Limited
Fantastic Mr. Fox Moonrise Kingdom The Grand Budapest Hotel The book features an original cover
by graphic artist Max Dalton, a foreword by writer and director Wes Anderson himself, and an introduction
by TV and movie critic Matt Zoller Seitz, author of the bestselling Wes Anderson Collection books. A visual
treasure trove, Bad Dads grants fans of Wes Anderson another creative avenue to explore his inspired worlds
and movies. Also available from Matt Zoller Seitz: The Oliver Stone Experience, Mad Men Carousel, The
Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel, and The Wes Anderson Collection.

The Anatomy of Color
A chemistry student falls for his teacher and uncovers a centuries-old quest for the elixir of life The morning
after the death of his first love, Conrad Aybinder receives a bequest. Sammy Tampari was Conrad’s lover.
He was his teacher. And, it turns out, he was not just a chemist, but an alchemist, searching for a mythic elixir
of life. Sammy’s death was sudden, yet he somehow managed to leave twenty years’ worth of his
notebooks and a storage locker full of expensive, sometimes baffling equipment in the hands of his star
student. The notebooks contain cryptic “recipes,” but no instructions; they tell his life story, but only hint
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at what might have caused his death. And Sammy’s research is littered with his favorite teaching question:
What’s missing? As Conrad pieces together the solution, he finds he is not the only one to suspect that
Sammy succeeded in his quest. And if he wants to save his father from a mysterious illness, Conrad will have
to make some very difficult choices. A globe-trotting, century-spanning adventure story, Jake Wolff’s The
History of Living Forever takes us from Maine to Romania to Easter Island and introduces a cast of
unforgettable characters—drug kingpins, Big Pharma flunkies, centenarians, boy geniuses, and even a group
of immortalists masquerading as coin collectors. It takes us deep into the mysteries of life—from first love to
first heartbreak, from the long pall of grief to the irreconcilable loneliness of depression to the possibility of
medical miracles, from coming of age to coming out. Hilarious, haunting, heart-busting, life-affirming, it asks
each of us one of life’s essential questions: How far would you go for someone you love?

The Grand Budapest Hotel
From the New York Times bestselling author of Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret and the adult
bestseller In the Unlikely Event comes a tale of family, friendship, and pre-teen life like only JUDY BLUME
can deliver. The companion to Here’s to You, Rachel Robinson. Can you have more than one best friend?
Stephanie’s best friend is Rachel. Since second grade they’ve shared everything, good and bad. But now
it’s the start of seventh grade and Alison has just moved to their neighborhood. Stephanie immediately
clicks with her—she’s cool and fun and totally humble even though she’s the daughter of a famous
actress. Stephanie hopes all three of them can be best friends, but the more she pushes Alison on Rachel, the
more Rachel seems to drift away. Is it possible to have two best friends? Or is it true that two’s company,
three’s a crowd? “Judy Blume does it again in what may be her best book yet!” –American Bookseller
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The Rainbow Atlas
Moonrise Kingdom is set in 1965 on an island off the coast of New England. It's the end of the summer and
the seasonal hurricanes loom on the horizon. Set against this background is a romance between two twelveyear-olds: Lucy Bishop, (who lives on the island with her parents [Bill Murray and Frances McDormand]
and three younger brothers) and Sam (an orphan who is camping on the island with the Khaki Scout troop).
Lucy and Sam hatch a secret plan to run away, and undertake a perilous journey though the woods and
across the streams that criss-cross the island, to an isolated cove, where they set up their kingdom. They are
pursued by the local sheriff (Bruce Willis) and the scout troop leader Scout Master Ward (Edward Norton).
The follies of youth are matched by the compromises of age, and as the conflict between the generations
escalates, the hurricane breaks upon the island putting all the characters at risk

Never Use Futura
The French Dispatch brings to life a collection of stories from the final issue of an American magazine
published in a fictional 20th-century French city. It stars Bill Murray, Benicio del Toro, Adrien Brody, Tilda
Swinton, Léa Seydoux, Frances McDormand, Timothée Chalamet, Lyna Khoudri, Jeffrey Wright,
Mathieu Amalric, Stephen Park, and Owen Wilson.

The French Dispatch
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Wes Anderson is one of the most influential voices from the past two decades of American cinema. A true
auteur, Anderson is known for the visual artistry, inimitable tone, and idiosyncratic characterizations that
make each of his films- 'Bottle Rocket', 'Rushmore', 'The Royal Tenenbaums', 'The Life Aquatic with Steve
Zissou', 'The Darjeeling Limited', 'Fantastic Mr. Fox', and 'Moonrise Kingdom'- instantly recognizable as
"Andersonian." 'The Wes Anderson Collection' is the first in-depth overview of Anderson's filmography,
guiding readers through his life and career. Previously unpublished photos, artwork, and ephemera
complement a book-length conversation between Anderson and award-winning critic Matt Zoller Seitz. The
interview and images are woven together in a meticulously designed book that captures the spirit of his films:
melancholy and playful, wise and childish - and thoroughly original.

Rushmore
This title collects the works of one of the most succesful and well-known street artists ever, Banksy.

Swimming Pool
Making Super Sourdough is the true test of every aspiring bread-maker. Fickle and delicate, every loaf is
unique. And there are a lot of pitfalls to be avoided. It's much more than a food: sourdough is a science. Who
better than Dr James Morton, baking pedant and fermentation fanatic, to explain the basics for both the
uninitiated, and more experienced bakers? James talks the home baker through everything from starters,
flours and hydration, to kneading, shaping, rising, scoring and baking, explaining how to achieve the perfect
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crust and crumb. With more than 40 sourdough recipes including basic loaves and rolls, baguettes, bagels
and buns, clear step-by-step instructions, troubleshooting tips and explanations of what works and why,
Super Sourdough is the new, accessible guidebook that bakers everywhere have been waiting for.

Accidentally Wes Anderson
The pie-making genius behind the popular Instagram account @lokokitchen reveals the secrets of her mindblowing creations in this gorgeous full-color cookbook featuring 50 incredible sweet and savory pie and tart
designs In a few short years, Lauren Ko made all hell bake loose, going from novice pie baker to internet star
and creator of today’s most surprising and delightful pie and tart designs. Her unique geometric style uses
fruit and dough cut and woven into stunning shapes to highlight color and texture. With an elegant
symmetry that matches their knockout flavor, her dazzlingly intricate and inventive designs look difficult to
produce, but can be achieved with little more than a knife, ruler, and some patience. In Pieometry, Lauren
reveals her secrets, sharing stories about her designs and the inspiration behind them. Warm and funny, she
recounts the spectacular piesasters that led to some of her best creations, and breaks down her most beautiful
designs, describing how to make naturally-colored dough, intricate weaves, and striking cut-out patterns.
Pieometry provides clear, step-by-step instructions, accompanied by helpful photographs, which any patient
baker can follow to build these pies from bottom crust to top in their own kitchens. Lauren makes it easy to
mix and match doughs, fruits, fillings, and designs, and each recipe includes suggestions for alternative
ingredients. Best of all, the beautiful finished pie and tart photos are just as much of a treat to look at as the
pies are to eat. But even if you make a mistake here and there, her flavors save the day! When it comes to
flavor, Pieometry offers a balance of sweet and savory pies that are a feast for the senses, including: Of a
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Shingle Mind: Honey ricotta tart with an herbed pastry shell and beets Berried Treasure: Lavender blackberry
cream with a shortbread crust and berries Wave of Wonders: Cardamom coffee cream with a shortbread
crust and pear Once in a Tile: Pumpkin black sesame pie with a black sesame crust C and Easy: Butternut
bacon macaroni and cheese pie with a whole wheat cheddar chive crust Squiggle Room: Grilled cinnamon
pineapple pie with a basic butter crust Whether you want to impress at the holidays or just spruce up a family
meal, Pieometry is your guide to transforming a rustic traditional dessert into a modern masterpiece.

National Trust on Screen
The history of paint and color in interior design, spanning a period of three centuries

The Making of Fantastic Mr. Fox
A visual adventure of Wes Anderson proportions, authorized by the legendary filmmaker himself: stunning
photographs of real-life places that seem plucked from the just-so world of his films, presented with
fascinating human stories behind each fa ade. Accidentally Wes Anderson began as a personal travel bucket
list, a catalog of visually striking and historically unique destinations that capture the imagined worlds of Wes
Anderson. Now, inspired by a community of more than one million Adventurers, Accidentally Wes
Anderson tells the stories behind more than 200 of the most beautiful, idiosyncratic, and interesting places on
Earth. This book, authorized by Wes Anderson himself, travels to every continent and into your own
backyard to identify quirky landmarks and undiscovered gems: places you may have passed by, some you
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always wanted to explore, and many you never knew existed. Fueled by a vision for distinctive design,
stunning photography, and unexpected narratives, Accidentally Wes Anderson is a passport to inspiration
and adventure. Perfect for modern travelers and fans of Wes Anderson's distinctive aesthetic, this is an
invitation to look at your world through a different lens.

Travel Home
A selection of one hundred masterpieces by Kawase Hasui (1883-1957), one of the most important Japanese
landscape artists of the twentieth century. Large full colour illustrations show the enormous variety of snow,
moon and rain scenes for which Hasui became famous. Introduction to Kawase Hasui by Ken Brown. (See
also our publication 'Kawase Hasui The complete woodblock prints', 2003). Kawase Hasui (1883-1957) is
considered one of the most important Japanese landscape artists of the 20th century. His prints, produced
under the guidance and stern eye of his publisher, Watanabe Sh zabur , are the modern continuation of
the unforgettable works by Hiroshige and Hokusai, the 19th-century masters of this genre. As none other, he
could evoke Japan of the eventful interwar period. Hasui's work enjoyed huge popularity from his very first
print of 1918. In contrast to his illustrious 19th-century predecessors, his work was immediately successful in
the rest of the world. His publisher, Watanabe Sh zabur , recognised the enormous potential of the
American market, which resulted in Hasui's prints fetching high prices at auctions in New York as early as
the 1920s. After the Second World War, his prints were highly desired and sought after collectible items
among the American occupying forces in Japan. Hasui's work has always been greatly appreciated in Japan:
He was acknowledged as a 'Living National Treasure' in 1956.
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Banksy
Discusses the making of the film based on Roald Dahl's novel, providing interviews with the director, cast,
and crew, still photographs, production design sketches, and a description of the movie's revival of stopmotion animation.

Hellboy
(Book). The Grand Budapest Hotel recounts the adventures of Gustave H (Ralph Fiennes), a legendary
concierge at a famous European hotel between the wars, and Zero Moustafa (Tony Revolori), the lobby boy
who becomes his most trusted friend. Acting as a kind of father figure, M. Gustave leads the resourceful Zero
on a journey that involves the theft and recovery of a priceless Renaissance painting; the battle for an
enormous family fortune; a desperate chase on motorcycles, trains, sledges and skis; and the sweetest
confection of a love affair all against the backdrop of a suddenly and dramatically changing Continent.
Inspired by the writings of Stefan Zweig, The Grand Budapest Hotel recreates a bygone era through its
arresting visuals and sparkling dialogue. The charm and vibrant colors of the film gradually darken with a
sense of melancholy as the forces of history conspire against our hero and his vanishing way of life. Written
and directed by Wes Anderson, whose films include The Royal Tenenbaums , Moonrise Kingdom , and
Fantastic Mr. Fox . The film also stars Jude Law, Tilda Swinton, Edward Norton, Jeff Goldblum, Harvey
Keitel, Adrian Brody, Saoirse Ronan, Lea Seydoux, Bill Murray and Owen Wilson.
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Accidentally Wes Anderson
Masaru Emoto’s 15 extensive years of study on water has given him the background to discuss what water
is, how it has been implicated in the creation of the universe, and why a perfect ratio of Love and Gratitude
can help this energy can go on infinitely. This fascinating book explains how our prayers, goodwill, and
positive words heal us humans—as well as viruses and the universe as a whole—through water. Dr. Emoto
explains that the fact that water has lost its true form shows that our way of living has moved away from
God’s will, so we should be aware of our Creator’s alert to "correct the way we are living now." The
information in this work is an important step in revealing how we can modify our way of living to bring about
true peace on earth.

The Fantastic Mr. Anderson
Wes Anderson's films can be divisive, but he is widely recognized as the inspiration for several recent trends
in indie films. Using both practical and theoretical lenses, the contributors address and explain the recurring
stylistic techniques, motifs, and themes that dominate Anderson's films and have had such an impact on
current filmmaking.

Eccentric Spaces
Sterile, geometric beauty of old pools, many built in the Socialist era, set the tone for these photographs.
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Visions of Japan
This is the screenplay for the acclaimed film, directed by Wes Anderson. There were three extraordinary
children in the Tenenbaum family; Chas Tenenbaum (Ben Stiller) was a financial expert and started buying
real estate in his early teens; Margot Tenenbaum (Gwyneth Paltrow) was an acclaimed playwright and won a
Pulitzer Prize in the 9th grade; Richie Tenenbaum (Luke Wilson) was a champion tennis player ranked 2nd
in the world by the age 17. They were brilliant. They were famous. They were unlucky enough to be the
children of a man named Royal Tenenbaum (Gene Hackman). Now for the first time in 25 years, they're all
living together under the same roof. After having largely gone their separate ways they're looking to mend
fences—and themselves in the process.

Wes Anderson
Travel through 20 sophisticated homes of designers deeply influenced by their international adventures
abroad A road map for bringing far-flung design ideas back home, Travel Home shows us how to curate
interiors that reflect our favorite places and experiences in ways that are beautiful and authentic. Touring the
homes of leaders in global design who share a deep affection for travel, the book explores interiors with
influences as widespread as Marrakesh, Paris, Cuba, Tokyo, Portugal, and beyond. Vivid photography is
supplemented with insightful essays, interviews, and hardworking tips for cultivating your own global home.
For globetrotters and armchair travelers alike, Travel Home showcases the interplay between travel and
design, revealing how we can take inspiration from the beauty we experience in the world and bring it into
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our everyday lives.

Messages from Water and the Universe
This companion to the New York Times bestselling book The Wes Anderson Collection takes readers
behind the scenes of the Oscar -winning film The Grand Budapest Hotel with a series of interviews between
writer/director Wes Anderson and movie/television critic Matt Zoller Seitz. Learn all about the film's
conception, hear personal anecdotes from the set, and explore the wide variety of sources that inspired the
screenplay and imagery—from author Stefan Zweig to filmmaker Ernst Lubitsch to photochrom landscapes
of turn-of-the-century Middle Europe. Also inside are interviews with costume designer Milena Canonero,
composer Alexandre Desplat, lead actor Ralph Fiennes, production designer Adam Stockhausen, and
cinematographer Robert Yeoman; essays by film critics Ali Arikan and Steven Boone, film theorist and
historian David Bordwell, music critic Olivia Collette, and style and costume consultant Christopher Laverty;
and an introduction by playwright Anne Washburn. Previously unpublished production photos, artwork,
and ephemera illustrate each essay and interview. The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel
stays true to Seitz's previous book on Anderson's first seven feature films,The Wes Anderson Collection, with
an artful, meticulous design and playful, original illustrations that capture the spirit of Anderson's inimitable
aesthetic. Together, they offer a complete overview of Anderson's filmography to date. Praise for the film,
The Grand Budapest Hotel: Four Academy Awards , including Costume Design, Music - Original Score,
and Production Design; Nine Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture, Directing, and Writing Original Screenplay; Best Film - Musical or Comedy, Golden Globe Awards; Best Original Screenplay,
BAFTA, WGA, NYFCC, and LAFCA Awards Praise for the book, The Wes Anderson Collection: “The
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Wes Anderson Collection comes as close as a book can to reading like a Wes Anderson film. The design is
meticulously crafted, with gorgeous full-page photos and touches . . .” —Eric Thurm, The A.V. Club Also
available from Matt Zoller Seitz: Mad Men Carousel, The Oliver Stone Experience, The Wes Anderson
Collection: Bad Dads, andThe Wes Anderson Collection.

Wes Anderson (Close-Ups, Book 1)
The indispensable, illustrated pocket guide to the films of Wes Anderson, from Bottle Rocket to Isle of Dogs.
ALSO AVAILABLE: Close-Ups: Vampire Movies Close-Ups: New York Movies

How to Smoke Pot (Properly)
It's everywhere, including the moon (on the commemorative plaque left by Apollo 11 astronauts), Nike
sneakers, the artworks of Barbara Kruger, Ed Ruscha, and Jenny Holzer, 2001: A Space Odyssey credits,
Domino's Pizza boxes, Absolut Vodka bottles, and Red Bull cans. Richard Nixon used it for his presidential
campaign, as did Hillary Clinton. Indeed, Futura is one of the most used fonts in the world today—the
typeface of modern design—more so even than Helvetica. This fascinating book explores the cultural history
and uses of a face that's so common you might not notice, until you start looking, and then you can't escape
it. Douglas Thomas traces Futura from its Bauhaus-inspired origin in Paul Renner's 1924 design, to its
current role as the go-to choice for corporate work, logos, motion pictures, and advertisements. Never Use
Futura is illuminating, sometimes playful, reading, not just for type nerds, but for anyone interested in how
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typefaces are used, take on meaning, and become a language of their own.

The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand Budapest Hotel
From the award-winning, number one bestselling author of The Cow Book. It is summer, the hay and silage
have not yet been made on John Connell’s farm, so he has time to indulge his other great passion: running.
John sets off on a marathon run of 42.2 kilometres through his native Longford, the scene of his awardwinning book The Cow Book. As he runs across woodlands, fields and tiny roads, he tells the story of his life
and contemplates Ireland’s history, old and new. He also remembers other great runs he has done, from
Australia to Canada, and tells the stories of some of his running heroes, such as Haile Gebrselassie. Part
memoir, part essay, The Running Book explores what it is to be alive and what movement can do for a
person. It is deeply intimate and wide-ranging, local and global: Connell is as likely to write about
colonialism and the effect of British imperialism in Ireland and its former colonies as he is about life on his
family farm in Ballinalee, County Longford. Told in 42 chapters, each another kilometre in the 42.2k race, the
whole book is 42,000 words long and it captures what it is to undertake a marathon moment by moment, in
body and mind. Above all, The Running Book is a book about the nature of happiness and how for one man
it came through the feet.

The Wes Anderson Collection: Isle of Dogs
The Wes Anderson Collection: Isle of Dogs is the only book to take readers behind the scenes of the beloved
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auteur’s newest stop-motion animated film.
Through the course of several in-depth interviews with
film critic Lauren Wilford, writer and director Wes Anderson shares the story behind Isle of Dogs’s
conception and production, and Anderson and his collaborators reveal entertaining anecdotes about the
making of the film, their sources of inspiration, the ins and outs of stop-motion animation, and many other
insights into their moviemaking process. Previously unpublished behind-the-scenes photographs, concept
artwork, and hand-written notes and storyboards accompany the text. The book also features an
introduction by critics and collaborators Taylor Ramos and Tony Zhou, and a foreword by critic Matt Zoller
Seitz. The fourth volume of the New York Times bestselling Wes Anderson Collection, Isle of Dogs stays true
to the series with its rich design and colorful illustrations, capturing Anderson’s signature aesthetic vision
and bringing the series's definitive study of Anderson's filmography up to date. Isle of Dogs tells the story of
Atari Kobayashi, 12-year-old ward to corrupt Mayor Kobayashi. When, by Executive Decree, all the canine
pets of Megasaki City are exiled to a vast garbage-dump called Trash Island, Atari sets off alone in a miniature
Junior-Turbo Prop and flies across the river in search of his bodyguard-dog, Spots. There, with the assistance
of a pack of newly-found mongrel friends, he begins an epic journey that will decide the fate and future of the
entire Prefecture. The film features the voices of Bryan Cranston, Koyu Rankin, Edward Norton, Bob
Balaban, Bill Murray, Jeff Goldblum, Kunichi Nomura, Akira Takayama, Greta Gerwig, Frances
McDormand, F. Murray Abraham, Tilda Swinton, Akira Ito, Yoko Ono, Mari Natsuko, Harvey Keitel,
Courtney B. Vance, Ken Watanabe, Scarlett Johnasson, Fisher Stevens, Nijiro Murakami, and Liev Schreiber.

One Two Three Four: the Beatles in Time
Take a colorful tour of 500 eye-poppingly brilliant spots around the world with The Rainbow Atlas.
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Spanning natural phenomena, architectural wonders, art installations, and more, the contents of this book
range from the pink salt lakes of Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula to the eye-catching home fa ades of Cobh,
Ireland. Spectacularly colorful and packed with dreamy photographs, The Rainbow Atlas introduces readers
to the most vibrant landmarks the world has to offer. Entries offer surprising facts and expert advice on
when to visit these surreal settings. Provides readers with hours of inspiration for their future adventures
Explore and learn about places like China's Rainbow Mountains and the colorful streets of Cape Town.
The Rainbow Atlas is organized by longitude, creating fun and unexpected juxtapositions. Paired with
stunning photographs of each location, The Rainbow Atlas advises readers of the best time of year to visit
each spot and explains the particularities of each riotous rainbow locale. Spectacularly colorful and
packed with dreamy rainbow content The perfect and unique book for adventure seekers, color
enthusiasts, photographers, rainbow chasers, travel addicts, and explorers everywhere Add it to your
collection of books like Atlas Obscura: An Explorer's Guide to the World's Hidden Wonders by Joshua
Foer, Dylan Thuras, and Ella Morton; The Bucket List: 1000 Adventures Big & Small by Kath Stathers; and
The Secret Lives of Color by Kassia St Clair
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